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On the product of certain permutable subgroups 
K ERESZTÉLY CORRÁDI and PÉTER Z. HERMANN 
Dedicated to Professor K. Tandori on his 60th birthday 
It is well-known that the finite p-nilpotent groups form a Fitting class; in par-
ticular, for Nx, N2-=aG and Nu N2 p-nilpotent, (Nx, N2) is also /?-nilpotent. In [1] 
there was defined q) (generalizing the concept of />-nilpotence) as the class of 
finite groups, in which for every /»-subgroup P, \N(P)/C(P)\ is not divisible by the 
prime q. By the theorem in [1], J f ( p , q) is a Fitting class for any primes p^q. In 
this paper we prove a stronger result: 
T h e o r e m . Let G be a finite group and Hx, H2^G. Assume that H1H2 = G 
(i.e. HXH2 = H2HX) and H,M^G(t=\, 2) for every q-subgroup M. Then Hx, H2£ 
£jV(p,q) implies HyH^Jf (p, q). 
For the proof we need the following lemmas, dealing with the permutability of 
subgroups of a group G. (Throughout in the text, p and q are distinct fixed primes.) 
L e m m a 1. Suppose that H^G and HM=MH for any q-subgroup M. Let 
S be a subgroup of G then (HC\S)D = D(H(]S) for any q-subgroup D in S. 
P r o o f . (HC\S)D = HDC\S — Sr\DH=D(SP\H). 
Lemma 2. Assume H,K,L,T^G and L^HOK. I f G=HK=LT then 
T=(TC\H)(TC\K). 
P r o o f . H=GC\H=LTf)H=L(Tr)H), similarly K—L(TDK), hence 
G = HK=L(T^H)L(Tr\K)=L(TC\H)(Tf\K), thus T=TClL(TC[H)(TP[K) = 
=(Tf)L)(Tr\H)(TC\K)=(Tf]H)(Tr\K). 
L e m m a 3. If R<G, \G:R\ = q then RD — DR for any q-subgroup D. 
P r o o f . It can be assumed that Di^R. Let z be an element in D\R then 
.R(z)=G = (z)R, hence RD—G=DR. 
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L e m m a 4. (see KEGEL [4] or [2, p. 677]). Let A and B be subgroups of the finite 
group G. Suppose that for all x(LG, ABX=BXA; if AB^G, then at least one of A and 
B is contained in a normal subgroup of G, different from G. 
P r o o f of t h e t h e o r e m . By induction; suppose it were false and let G be a 
counterexample for which / (G, Nu HJ\=\G\ +\Hi. HxC[H2\q+\H2: HxC\H2\q + 
+ |G: H^ + IG: B2\ is minimal. So G=HXH2 and there is a subgroup U=UpUq 
in G with a normal Sylow /^-subgroup Up and cyclic Sylow ^-subgroups like Uq 
such that all subgroups of U except U are (p-)nilpotent. (For the standard properties 
of such U-s we will use see [2, chapter IV.] or [3]). As U=(Uf: r£U), each 
H,U— UH,. 
( * ) For any subgroup X^G and Ht^X (for at least one /) X=XC\G = 
= Xr\H,Hl.=H,(Xr\Hr), hence by Lemma 1, X=G or XÇJ^ip, q). In particular, 
HtU=G (/ = 1,2). 
Suppose Uq^Ht, then \= (U sq. s£H,VlU)^HtC\U, so H.HU^ 
SZ(U)Uq', thus for a suitable u£U we get hence Ht<HtUq, yielding 
H,U'': N,\\(\Uq\, \G: H,\)\(]Uq\, |i/pl) = l, a contradiction, which gives 
(1) U 9 ^ H , ( / = 1 , 2 ) . 
(2) Either (i) q = \G: H, | and U p f | Hf (for at least one t),or 
(ii) T:=(Q:Q£Sy\q{G))*G and (HjMfJT^G: 
If T < G then (Nir\H2)T=G would yield by Lemma 2 that 
T=(TnH1)(TnH2)^(p,q) 
by the minimality of G and Lemma 1, contrary to U^T; so (HtP\H^T<G in 
this case. 
Now assume T=G. Suppose H,Q<G for both t and all 0£Syl,(G), then 
Hf < G for each t by Lemma 4, hence H2£J/'{p, q) by (*); so 
G = H f H f e ^ i p , q) 
by [1], a contradiction. Thus we can assume HXQ = G (with a gÇSyl, (G)). Then 
with a suitable Q ^ Q we get |G: H x Q^ = q. By Lemma 3 and f ( G , H x Q x , H ^ ^ 
=sf(G, Hx, H2)~(|G: Hx\-q) we see that jG: H1\ = q. Let x£G, then G = HXUX 
by (1), thus | U x : HxnU*\ = ]G: Hx\=q, so UX^HX, as required. 
(3) If H,Uq<G then H,C\U=\ and \Uq\=q: H,Uq<G implies H,Uq£ 
£Jf(p,q), thus H,C\USZ{U) by (1). D\={H,(MJ)C=(HtÇ\U)v"<=(Htf\U)H'S 
H„ hence Df)U=-N,r]U^Z(U), thus U/DHU^ip, q). If 1, then 
— all conditions of the theorem remaining valid for G/D, HXDID, H2D/D— 
GlD£J/\p,q), contrary to UD/D^G/D; so D = 1. Let Dx= (<t>(Uq) f , then Dx = 
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= {HUq))v"'= (<P(Uq))"-^H,<P(Uq), hence Dxf] UsiH, <*>((/,)fl U=(HtC\ U)4>(Uq) = 
= <P(Uq)^Z(U). Thus we get (factorizing by Dj) Dx = 1. 
Now, by (2), we separate two cases. 
Case 1: U„SN:= f | H f , |G: H1\=q. x£G 
Case 1 /a: NH2<G. As G = H2U=NH2Uq, 1 ¿¿\G: NH2\ is a power of q and 
NH2£jV(p, q) by Lemma 1. Then f(G, Hx, NH2)^f(G, Hx, H2) with equality iff 
N^H2. Thus |G: H2\ is a power of q, consequently H2^ff2<G with |G: H2\=q. 
As f(G, Hx, H2)iSf(G, Hx, H2), H2=H2 is of index q. So UP^M:=NH f | H*. 
xZG 
Let UpT£R£Sy\p(M), then G=MNg(R), so by Lemma 2, NG(R)=NHi(R)NHi(R). 
Thus NG(R)<iJf(p,q) by Lemma 1 , if Ng(R)<G. If SO, then for g ^ S y l , ( C E ( R ) ) 
there exists a Sylow ^-subgroup Q2 of M such that (Qx normalizes Q2, hence) 
QiQ£$y\(G). Let Uq = {b), then beT=((Q1Q2)x: xiG)^(CG(R)Mf = CG(R)M, 
thus b = bcbM with bceCG(R)^CG(Up) and bM£M. So bMiNM(Up)\CG(U)p 
and for any u in Up, ub = ubM. Hence 1 =ub" = ubM, yielding with a suitable power 
bkM a ^-subgroup (bkM), that normalizes but does not centralize the /»-subgroup Up, 
contrary to M^H1e.yV(p, q)\ thus R < G . For / = 1 , 2 let S^Syl , (//,), then 
S°^Ca(R). Let S€Syl, (G); there exist elements e,f in G with S[, 
S^Cg(R) and IS: Sex\ = q=\S: £{1 (because of |G: H1\=q=\G: H21), so 
S{ = S{. ef~1=gxg2 (with g,CMt) and as / (G, H°>, H°* = H2)^ 
^f(G, Hx, H 2 ) — ^ Z j H t : HxnH2\q, we get that \Hx^H2\=\Hx\=\H2\q, contrary 
to \HxnH2\ = \£\\H2\\G\-i\ = q-i\Hx\. 
Case 1/b: NH2 = G. As NU=NUDNH2=N(NUf)H2), NU=G by Lemma 1. 
Thus NUq=G, G/N is cyclic, so Hx*aG. Suppose H2Uq=G, then 7/2==//2<G 
with a |G: H2\ = q, so by induction, H2=H2. Let E= f | HI, then G^HXE x£G ' 
by [1] and UP^E, producing Case 1/a with (H2, E, Hx) instead of (Hx, N, H2). 
Thus H2Uq^G. H2^G by [1], SO L : = C / f < G by Lemma 4. 
HxC\L<iG, |L: HxC\L\=q, L$Jf(p, q), hence L^(Hx(M)(H2iM) by Lem-
ma 1, which yields H2r\L^Hxf)L. Suppose (LC\HX)H2<.G, then (as G=H2U= 
= H2L), |G: {Lf\Hx)H2\=q, f(G, Hx, (LC\Hx)H2)^f(G, Hx, H2). Thus H2 is of 
index q in G, G = H2Uq, which is not the case; so G = (LC\HX)H2. We get 
G/LC\HX^H2/LC\HxC\H2=HJLH/T2 — G/L, L^HX, a contradiction. 
Case 2: T=(Q: Q£Sy\q(G))^G. Having eliminated Case 1 we may assume by 
(2) and (3) that HtC\U=l ( i = l , 2) and \Uq\=q for any U, being of the same type 
as U. Also by (2), (Hxi)H2)T<G. 
As UDHt=\, |T: Tr\H,\ = \U\; let ggSyl, (G), then by Lemma 1, 
(Tr\Ht)Qx = Qx(TPiHt) for any x£G. T^(Tf)H,)Q, hence by Lemma 4, there 
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exist (1= 1,2) with THH^W,. Uqi$fVt yields q) and the 
existence of V.'aT with fV,^ V, and \T: V,\=q ( /=1 ,2 ) . Still Uq^V„ so 
Vx,V£Jf{p,q). By \T: V,\ =q, nJT(p,q) and [1], Vx= V2. 
On the other hand, V,= V,r\T= V,(){TC\Ht)U={Tr\H^{yt(\tj)={Tr[H^Up-, 
thus 
(4) {TC\HdU p ={TPiH^V p , consequently |7Tl/ /1 | = |7Tl//2 | . 
(5) |G: T\ is a power o f p , hence for any A^B^G, \B: A\q = \Bf)T: Af\T\q. 
Let P be a Sylow ^-subgroup of G then (|G: TP\, \G. HlC\H2\)=(\G\ TP\, 
| J7 | a )=l , thus G = ( / f i n/ / 2 )77 > , so TP=(TPC]H1)(TPf]H2) by Lemma 2. By 
U^TP, TP=G. 
Let e , 6 S y l , ( f l , n r ) for / = 1 , 2 , then by (4), Q2=Qf for some g. Let g=g1g2 
with g,£Ht-, as e 2 ^ ( m / / f - ) n ( r n / / 2 ) , f(G, Hp, Hi' = Ht)=\G\ + \G: Ht\ + 
+ |G: Ht\+\Hp: HpriHt\9 + \Ht: H°*C)H2\q = |G| + |G: Ht\+\G: H,\ + \TnHp: 
Tr\Hpr\H2\q + \Tr\Ha: TC\Hl>C\H2\q by (5). But | r i l f l f : TC\HpC\H2\q = 
= \ = \TCiH2: Tr\H°>r\H2\q as Q2^Tf)HpC]H2, so by the minimality of 
f(G,HltHJ, we have \HX. H^H2\q= \H2: H^H21, = 1. 
On the other hand, |H x \ H^H^^G: H2\q=\U\q = q=\G: \q=\H2. 
H ^ . H ^ , the final contradiction. 
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